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Motivations

• To try to answer questions.

– Why T190 is much better than T126?

• Is it really resolution affecting (only)?

– Both deterministic and ensemble

• To find out GFS horizontal diffusion set up as:

– T62 – 2nd order

– T126 – 4th order

– T170 and beyond – 8th order

• Simply play around the diffusion setting up

– T126L28 – 4th order (default – operation)

– T126L28 – 6th order (experiment)

– T126L28 – 8th order (experiment)
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The major reason (historical) for incorporating horizontal 

diffusion in the spectral model is to control small scale 

noise caused by:

1. The spectral truncation at a finite wave number, which 

prohibits nonlinear energy cascade toward the smaller 

scales (wave blocking), and

2. The creation of small scale gravity waves by the 

parameterization of physical processes.

2nd and 4th order horizontal diffusions have strong scale 

dependence, which mainly dumping all the small scales 

in order to control the noise without affecting large scale 

of motion.

Old statement for diffusion set up
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From basic equations (e.g. vorticity)

n is the order
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T126 for 4th and 8th orders

(May and November 2007)
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OPR(T126)-4th order

NHD(T126)-8th order

May 2007 November 2007
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T126 for 4th, 6th and 8th orders

(December 2007)
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Interesting for Southern Hemisphere, high resolution with 
high order diffusion has more errors for day 5 forecast.
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E20s – T126 for all 16d

E20x – T190 for all 16d

E20e – T190 (0-180h), then T126

When reducing resolution from T190 (8th order) to T126 (4th order), 

the ensemble forecast probabilistic skill score tends to t126 

immediately, the example shows here for tropical 850hPa 

temperature. But if we use 8th order diffusion instead for t126, the 

green curve will close to red one (not show here, there are no 

enough cases yet). Therefore, diffusion scheme may play very 

important role here.
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Conclusions

• Overall, 8th order horizontal diffusion is much 
better than current 4th order for T126 resolution, 
because:

– There is much improved global analysis with fine 
resolution for past years

– Small scale information is not noise anymore

– Allow interaction between all scales, especially for 
global ensemble system

• Plan to use 8th order horizontal diffusion for GEFS 
T126 resolution

– T190 (8th order: 0-180hrs), then T126 (8th order: 180hrs-
384hrs)


